Computer Resources Meeting Minutes, 4/8/20

Attendance: Jillian Bellovary, Tim Keogh, Adrian Bordoni, Andrew Bulawa, Sonjay Koul, Mike Cesarano, Daniel Armstrong, David Moretti, Jonathan Funk, Joann Sum

1. Minutes Approved
2. Planned yearly newsletter
   a. Adrian Bordoni, Sonjay Koul, and Mike Cesarano discussed their use of Blackboard Collaborate Ultra
   b. Jillian Bellovary agreed to write up a how-to for Blackboard’s Voicethread app
   c. We discussed the challenges of online transition for QCC’s tech staff - Daniel Armstrong offered to interview Denis Bejar about common issues
   d. Joann Sum offered to write article about Discord’s utility for online teaching
   e. Dave Moretti chose to write article about suggested microphones and cameras
3. Discussed due dates for articles
4. Meeting adjourned